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After demonstrating students disrupted his 1969 Frankfurt lectures, Adorno rejected 

active solidarity: "Philosophy cannot recommend immediate measures. Its 

transformative potential remains its insistence on theory. Is it not a form of resistance 

to think? Is not theory a genuine appearance (Gestalt) of practice?" Inspired by such 

fundamental concerns, I discuss a site-specific theatre project in an abandoned multi-

storey asylum camp which problematised the memories, aspirations, and anxieties of 

relocated refugees in the postindustrial German Ruhr valley. I accompanied this 

project as part of my anthropological fieldwork on the post-Brechtian tradition and 

intercultural philosophy of the Theater an der Ruhr under whose aegis and patronage 

the refugee project was realised. In this paper, I explore the young Turkish project 

director's self-disciplined and self-reflected form of theatre practice which, while 

grounded in his directorial authority, emphasised theatre-immanent thought-

processes. I discuss the intricacies of the extensive rehearsal process to reveal the 

intense interweaving of aesthetic, ethical, and political dilemmas, asking more widely: 

What constitutes reflected action on stage? Can we conceptualise autonomy and 

subjectivity in the context of unequal power relations? What are the issues in 

distinguishing between applied pedagogical and principally ethico-aesthetic theatre 

practice? 
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